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Rick and Tanya's Bike Trip Around the World

14,708 Miles - 743 Days - 43 Countries
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Cycling Expeditions
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Expedition Design
Intentional
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Cultural Experiences
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Experiential Environmental Education
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**Bike Club**

Bikes: 35

Session 2

Instructional hours: 58

Volunteer hours: 16
The Road Ahead

5 yr.

2000 served
350 riders
35 expeditions

25 programs
LOCAL RIDES and BIKE CLUB
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Join the Ride!

- JOIN THE RIDE! Join us on a TWV trip.
- Help us recruit students for our expeditions and be a TWV champion.
- Join us at our Vehicle for Change Fundraiser May 2, 2014!
- Donate your bike to TWV or organize a bike drive in your community.
- Stay tuned in to TWV cycling expeditions – connect with us on Facebook and Twitter!
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